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Surface electronic structure of Sr2RuO4
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We have addressed the possibility of surface ferromagnetism in Sr2RuO4 by investigating its surface elec-
tronic states by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES!. By cleaving samples under different
conditions and using various photon energies, we have isolated the surface from the bulk states. A comparison
with band structure calculations indicates that the ARPES data are most readily explained by anonmagnetic
A23A2 surface reconstruction.
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Following the discovery of superconductivity~SC! at 1 K
in the layered perovskite Sr2RuO4,1 the exact nature of its
SC pairing mechanism has attracted a great deal of inte
While it shares the same structure as the archetypal cup
parent compound La2CuO4, RuO2 planes replace the CuO2
planes thus resulting in an anisotropic Fermi liquid2 instead
of a strongly correlated charge transfer insulator. Furth
more, there is evidence that Sr2RuO4 exhibits spin-triplet
pairing with ap-wave order parameter,3 as opposed to the
spin-singlet,d-wave symmetry found in the cuprates. A
though it is now widely believed that the unconvention
nature of SC in this compound is mediated by spin fluct
tions, the exact nature of this interaction is still unresolv
Originally, it was suggested that ferromagnetic~FM! spin
fluctuations were responsible for mediating the SC as
ferred from theoretical calculations,4 NMR measurements,5

and ferromagnetism in closely related SrRuO3. However,
more recent evidence has suggested that this simple pic
may be incomplete. Antiferromagnetism~AFM! in Ca2RuO4,
the observation of incommensurate peaks atQ
5(0.6p,0.6p,0) by neutron scattering,6 and calculations
which show strong nesting atQ5(2p/3,2p/3,0) ~Ref. 7! all
seem to imply that AFM correlations should not be n
glected, leaving the nature of SC open to speculation.

Recently, an analysis of low-energy electron diffracti
data from Sr2RuO4 indicated that aA23A2 reconstruction
was induced by the freezing of a soft zone boundary pho
into a static lattice distortion at the surface, and comparis
with band structure calculations predicted that the resul
surface was FM.8 This possibility was also speculated upo
in a recent angle-resolved photoemission spectrosc
~ARPES! study by our group,9 as well as in earlier theoreti
cal calculations.10 If FM does exist on the surface o
Sr2RuO4, such a result should be indicative of strong ferr
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magnetic tendencies in the bulk and thus possibly relevan
microscopic theories which describe the mechanism of
This speculation becomes even more intriguing in light
recent scanning tunneling microscopy measurements11 which
suggest the opening of a superconducting gap withTc

51.4 K, perhaps hinting that the surface layer may be
perconducting, and raises the possibility that the surface
Sr2RuO4 may exhibit the rare coexistence of SC and F
However, as this proposed surface FM has never been
firmed, it becomes imperative to reinvestigate thesurface
electronic structure to definitively verify or exclude surfa
FM.

In this paper, we present a detailed, high-resolut
ARPES study of the surface electronic structure of Sr2RuO4.
While our earlier work9 ascertained that thebulk Fermi sur-
face~FS! topology extracted by ARPES was indeed in exc
lent agreement with both theory12,13 and de Haas–van Al-
phen ~dHvA! results,2 the precise nature of the surfac
derived states, which could be nonmagnetic~NM! or FM,
remained ambiguous. In particular, our earlier depiction
the surface electronic structure failed to explicate the pr
ence of the intense, surface-derived peak at (p,0), leaving
us to speculate that its existence could be a possible m
festation of surface FM. To clarify this uncertainty, we ha
performed a comprehensive ARPES study with various p
ton energies and polarizations in conjunction with detai
band structure calculations which now account for the s
face reconstruction. By comparing these calculations w
our ARPES data, we conclude that our results are consis
with the NM scenario and exhibit no experimentally dete
able trace of surface FM down to 10 K.

ARPES data were taken at the Stanford Synchrotron
diation Laboratory using a Scienta SES-200 analyzer w
typical resolutions of DE,13 meV and Du'0.2°.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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Sr2RuO4 single crystals were first aligned by Laue diffra
tion and then cleavedin situ at a pressure of better than
310211 torr and at various temperatures described bel
All spectra were measured at 10 K in both the first and s
ond Brillouin zones; surface features showed slight enhan
ment in the second zone.

Figure 1~a! shows anEF intensity map~integrated signal
within EF65 meV) of a sample cleaved at 180 K and me
sured at 10 K. As discussed in Ref. 9, cleaving the sampl
elevated temperatures preferentially suppresses the su
intensity; we speculate that the increased rate of therm
activated oxygen diffusion results in a more disordered s
face layer. The resulting intensity map thereby primarily
flects the bulk contribution, and the calculated bulk FS
from Ref. 13 are overlaid and in excellent agreement. W
cleaving at lower temperatures, the surface states were
preserved and also apparent in our data, in addition to
bulk states. This additional surface contribution is clea
visible in the intensity maps in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! and some-
what complicates the situation. Our original conjecture,
Ref. 9 and shown in Fig. 1~b!, accounted for the surfac
states by considering them to be the same as those o
bulk, except for a rigid folding due to theA23A2 surface
reconstruction; the reconstruction arises from rotations of
RuO6 surface octahedra which cause a doubling of the s
face unit cell.8 Despite the approximate agreement, th
overly simplistic picture fails to explain the origin of th
strong peak@bottom of Fig. 2~b!# at M, which influenced
earlier ARPES reports to erroneously designate the b
g-FS as holelike.14,15 This apparent discrepancy also led
to initially posit that surface FM might be responsible f
this state at M. However, after calculating the precise effe
of the surface distortion on the band structure, we find t
the NM reconstruction alone can potentially drive the surfa
g-FS holelike, thus explaining the peak at M; this more a
curate NM scenario is depicted in Fig. 1~c!.

Nonetheless, since surface FM might still account
some of the experimentally observed features, it beco
crucial to examine the surface states in greater detail. In
ticular, surface FM would cause the surface states to s
into minority and majority bands, effectively doubling th
number of surface-derived bands. In order to distinguish

FIG. 1. ~a! EF intensity map of Sr2RuO4 cleaved at 180 K and
measured at 10 K withhn528 eV and overlaid theoretical FS’s
~b! and~c! show an intensity map from a sample cleaved and m
sured at 10 K.~b! shows calculated bulk FS’s~white! with trivial
folded FS’s~dashed!, while ~c! shows calculated 6° NM reconstruc
tion with both primary and folded surface FS’s~dashed white and
dashed black!.
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tween the NM and FM scenarios, we focus on ARPES sp
tra taken along lines I and II in Fig. 1~c!. For the NM surface,
we would expect to see one band,aF , crossing along I and
two crossings,aS and aB , along II. Any additional bands
beyond those predicted for the NM surface would be stro
evidence for surface FM, and should be readily apparen
the ARPES data.

To address this issue, we first focus on spectra taken a
I, shown in Fig. 2~a!, using 24 eV photons polarized alon
the Ru-O bond direction; different photon energies and
larizations yielded similar results. This region is particula
suitable for an investigation into potential surface FM sin
it is far removed from the bulk electronic states. Examini
the energy distribution curves~EDC’s! in Fig. 2~a!, we see
only a single electronic state from the foldeda-FS, denoted
asaF , as is expected from the NM scenario shown in F
1~c!. Conversely, additional bands reflecting the exchan
splitting would be expected for a FM surface. In Fig. 2~d!,
we show a momentum distribution curve~MDC! of data
from Fig 2~a!, where the photoemitted electron intensity
displayed as a function of momentum at a fixed binding
ergy of EB520 meV and fitted to a single Lorentzian lin
shape on a linear background. By analyzing our data in
fashion, we are able to track the dispersion ofaF yielding
vF

F50.7 eV Å. Therefore our measurements along I yie
only a single surface band, consistent with the nonmagn
scenario of Fig. 1~c!.

To further reinforce this result, we now consider da
along II shown in Fig. 2~b!, taken under the same condition
as I, but in the second zone. In both the EDC’s and MDC

-

FIG. 2. EDC’s in panels~a!, ~b!, and~c! taken along cuts I and
II shown in Fig. 1. Corresponding MDC’s atEB520 meV taken
from ~a!, ~b!, and~c! are shown in panels~d!, ~e!, and~f!, respec-
tively. Data from ~a!, ~b!, ~d!, and ~e! were taken on a sample
cleaved at 10 K, while data from~c! and~f! were taken on a sample
cleaved at 160 K.aF , aS , andaB refer to folded, surface, and bul
a bands, respectively.
2-2
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one can clearly observe two distinct peaks. By fitting t
MDC’s to a double-Lorentzian form, shown in Fig. 2~e!, and
tracking their dispersion toEF , one can determine the Ferm
velocities of the two bands. From this analysis, we determ
the velocity of the first band,aB , to bevF

B51.1 eV Å, while
for the second,aS , vF

S50.7 eV Å. On another sampl
cleaved at 160 K with the measurement taken in otherw
identical conditions,aS is suppressed, as shown in Fig. 2~c!,
and the remaining state is the bulk-derivedaB ; both aB
features in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! have the samevF and Fermi
crossing position. Also note that cleaving at elevated te
peratures completely suppresses the strong peak at the
tom of Fig. 2~b!, which is also responsible for the weight
M in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. Furthermore, we are able to con
clude thataF is simply the folded counterpart of the surfac
derivedaS , and not the counterpart of the bulk-derivedaB ,
sinceaS and aF have matchingvF and Fermi crossings in
the reduced zone. Therefore, the absence of additional b
along II is consistent with our results from I and our conc
sion of a NM surface.

Examining EDC’s taken over the entire zone, virtually
observed surface states can be well accounted for by con
ering only a NM surface. The only unexpected feature wa
small peak localized around X, hereafter denoted asF, as
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, which was most strongly en
hanced athn524 eV. Close inspection of the spectrum at
in Fig. 3~c! reveals that the peak position is located atEF
(61 meV) and the leading edge is 6 meV aboveEF , indi-
cating that this peak originates from aboveEF ; the peak in
the EDC’s is the product of the rising tail of the quasipartic
peak and the falling edge of the Fermi-Dirac function. Th
was confirmed by fitting the data using a background ta
from (0.8p,p) and a Lorentzian peak, both multiplied by
Fermi-Dirac function and convolved with our resolutio

FIG. 3. ARPES data taken near X withhn524 eV at 10 K on
a sample cleaved 10 K. EDC’s in~a! were taken along cut C.~b!
shows anEF intensity map (65 meV) around the region of the
bulk and surfacea-FS’s, shown in solid and dashed white, respe
tively. ~c! shows the EDC from X and the corresponding fit. T
background curve and the Lorentzian used in fitting are also sh
as dotted lines.
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(DE58 meV), allowing us to estimate a peak position of
meV aboveEF and an intrinsic full width at half maximum
of 3 meV. Although there may be some slight inaccuracies
the fitting procedure, all attempts to fit the spectra to
below-EF peak proved wholly unsuccessful. Moreover, sin
no corresponding band can be seen to disperse from be
EF , we can conclude thatF arises from an unoccupied ban
whose minimum at X almost grazesEF . Naively, one might
infer that this somewhat unexpected feature could be in
preted as evidence for surface FM. However, as will be d
cussed below, our calculations, in fact, even predict the
pearance ofF, which arises from the distortion of th
surface layer.

In order to gain deeper insight into the effects of the s
face reconstruction, we have performed both NM and F
calculations similar to those reported in Ref. 13, but inclu
ing rotations by a fixed angle in all RuO2 planes, resulting in
a monoclinic C2/m symmetry. We will hereafter refer to
these rotated bulk calculations as pertaining to the surfa
and this assumption can be justified because of the extrem
two-dimensional nature of the electronic structure; any
fects from the surface termination should be far weaker t
those of the rotations of the octahedra, and this is dem
strated by the excellent agreement of our NM rotated ca
lations with the corresponding surface calculations p
formed by Fang.8,16

Figure 4~a! shows the results of NM calculations alon
the tetragonal M-X direction for rotations ofu50° ~bulk!
andu56° ~NM surface!. An angle of 6° was chosen since
is within the error bars of the structural data8 and also gives
good agreement with our ARPES data, especially the pla
ment of F. The NM surface and bulk bands are shown
Fig. 4~a!, and the experimentally determined values are ov
laid and in good agreement with theory.17 We also note that
our estimate of the quasiparticle renormalizationvF

calc/vF
B

53.2 for the bulka-FS along M-X is in excellent agreemen
with m* /mband53.3 from dHvA,2 and also close to theoret
ical estimates of'2.5.18 Calculations foru56° produce the
dashed FS’s in Fig. 1~c! and the rotation induces variou
effects.

First, the extended van Hove singularity~evHs! at M,
which is 60 meV aboveEF in the bulk calculations, is
pushed 40 meV belowEF due to the repulsion between th

-

n

FIG. 4. ~a! Band structure calculations along M-X for bulk an
6° NM surface~thick and thin lines! along with ARPES dispersion
for bulk and surface states~solid and open circles!. ~b! Bulk, mi-
nority surface, and majority surface bands in thick, thin, and das
lines for a 6° FM surface.
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dxy andd3z22r 2 bands, which is allowed only in the lowere
symmetry of the distorted surface. This results in the top
ogy of the surfaceg-FS changed from electronlike to hole
like, as shown in Fig. 1~c!, also concurring with independen
calculations from Ref. 19. Furthermore, the dispersion of t
feature, in agreement with Refs. 14 and 15, is consistent w
the saddlepoint topology predicted by theory.

Secondly, the lower symmetry on the surface also allo
for hybridization between thedxy and dx22y2 bands forbid-
den in the tetragonal symmetry. In the distorted structu
these two states are both at the now-equivalentG/X point of
the downfolded zone and repel each other. Furthermore
tations disrupt the Ru-Opds hopping more strongly than th
pdp hopping and thus thedx22y2 band moves down relative
to thedxy band. Both effects together lead to the formation
a strongly mixed state at theG/X point which moves down
rapidly and gains moredx22y2 character with rotation angle
While it is 300 meV aboveEF for u50°, it crossesEF for
u57°, and is the origin ofF. AlthoughF was not observed
at G, this absence is not surprising when considering
unfavorable photoemission matrix elements due to the
nificant dx22y2 anddxy character of this state.

The effects of FM on the surface electronic structure w
evaluated by performing constrained fixed spin moment
culations for the 6° surface with an imposed magnetizat
of 1mB /Ru, a value consistent with Ref. 8. The correspon
ing FM surface calculation is shown in Fig. 4~b! and is radi-
cally different from what is measured experimentally; f
instance, both the evHs at M and the bottom of t
dxy /dx22y2 band at X are absent. Regardless of the particu
details of the calculations, such as the position of the che
cal potential and the bands, even the number of bands
pected and measured are in disagreement, thus favoring
NM scenario, in contrast to the earlier speculation by o
group9 and Matzdorfet al.8

Although exact comparisons between the theoretical
culations and the ARPES data can be somewhat difficult
to the significant electron-electron interactions, the qual
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tive comparison of the ARPES data with the general beh
ior of the calculated electronic structure should be robu
The earlier conclusion of surface FM~Ref. 8! was based on
the comparison of structural data (u59°63°) to magnetic
band structure calculations. However, the error bars in
structural data are comparable to the spread in the calcul
rotation angles for a NM (6.5°), AFM (6.5°), and FM su
face (9°), leaving room open for alternative interpretatio
of the data. Furthermore, the generalized gradient appr
mation employed in the aforementioned calculations may
inclined to overestimate the tendency towards magneti
and even incorrectly predicts ferromagnetism in bu
Sr2RuO4.10 We can place a maximum upper bound on t
strength of any existing FM by considering our experimen
resolution and the width of the quasiparticle peaks. If
assume that bothaS and aF were comprised of a pair o
extremely weakly split FM bands, we are able to put
upper bound of Eexch'15 meV, which is much smaller tha
the predicted FM exchange splitting of'500 meV.10,16 Us-
ing this value of Eexch'15 meV results in an upper boun
for the spin polarization of,0.05mB /Ru, much weaker than
predicted theoretically.

In conclusion, we have isolated and directly studied
surface-derived electronic states in Sr2RuO4 by ARPES. By
comparison with detailed band structure calculations, we fi
that the origin of the ARPES features can be simply e
plained by considering the effect of a nonmagnetic surf
reconstruction on the electronic structure, with no eviden
of surface FM.
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